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Abstract

Representation in Congress is based, in part, on legislators’ ability to assist their constituents with the
federal bureaucracy. Constituency service is central to definitions of representation as well as empirical
explanations for phenomena such a the incumbency advantage. And yet, too little is known about when
and how elected officials contact the bureaucracy on behalf of their constituents. We assemble a massive
new database of over 150,000 Congressional requests to agencies between 2007 and 2017 obtained through
over 250 FOIA requests, approaching a census of all contacts with the bureaucracy. We examine when
legislators contact agencies, which legislators contact those agencies, and the purpose of the contact,
showing that as legislators gain power in Washington they often expand their constituency service work,
even as they expand their policy work. This suggests that perceived trade-offs constituents may face
between influential and attentive representatives is a false choice. Instead, what matters is picking
representatives who efficiently use the resources of their office.
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1 Introduction

One of the oldest traditions of legislative representation in American politics is that of constituency service—

the ways in which legislators help to channel and articulate individual constituent’s requests to the govern-

ment. This tradition dates back to the first congresses when constituents sought assistance with Revolu-

tionary War pensions (Eckman, 2017). Today constituents seek assistance with a wide range of topics from

Social Security, Disability, and Veterans Benefits to Citizenship Applications to complaints about pollution

and employment discrimination. Members also serve constituents by advocating on behalf of state or local

governments or nonprofits who apply for federal grants, permits, or disaster recovery funds. Advocating

on behalf of their constituents to federal agencies is an important facet of modern legislators’ jobs, and its

growth has been used to explain the presence of the incumbency advantage (King, 1991).

Yet despite the centrality of constituency service in theories of congressional representation, constituency

service remains one of the most opaque and least understood congressional activities. Indeed, we are not the

first to observe the relative lack of empirical attention to constituency service in the literature. Over thirty

years ago Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina (1987) began their seminal book The Personal Vote: Constituency

Service and Electoral Independence with that same observation, and much of what we know empirically

today about constituency service is due to their surveys of legislators, legislative staff, and constituents. In

this paper, we revisit classic questions of constituency service: which members perform (more) constituency

service and which constituents are they representing?

Within many theories of representation, there has been a perceived trade-off between representation from

elected officials who wield institutional power within Washington and elected officials who are attentive to

the district. As legislators acquire power in the institution, it is often asserted that they obtain “Potomac

fever” and devote less attention to constituents back in the district (Fenno, 1978). A similar argument is

made in the popular press (Edwards, 2005) and evoked in rallying cries to “drain the swamp” of politicians

accused paying too much attention to Washington policy elite and not enough attention to their constituents

back home (Rosenblatt, 2016). It seems intuitive that as they spend more time in Washington and assume

more important roles in Congress, legislators would have less time for individual constituents. As attention

drifts, we might also imagine that legislators allocate more of their resources towards their policy work. This

might be particularly true as representatives occupy increasingly powerful positions in the institution—such

as committee chairs or obtain seats on prestigious committees. While committee chairs have additional staff

to handle legislative affairs, supervising these staff may direct a chairs’ attention to policy work.

While this perceived conflict between Washington policymaking and individual constituents holds intu-

itive appeal, it has received relatively little empirical scrutiny due to the challenges of obtaining comprehen-
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sive data on the actions member’s take on behalf of their constituents. Indeed, an alternative hypothesis

might be that only the legislators who are most effective and efficient at serving constituents are able to ob-

tain more prestigious committee assignments. If true, then these legislators may be able to allocate attention

to both policy work in Washington and to individual constituents.

We tackle these classic empirical questions about constituency service with a new approach—by looking

at when legislators contact government agencies on behalf of their constituents. Recent work using data on

congressional correspondence has yielded important findings regarding the policy strategies of cross-pressured

legislators (Ritchie, 2017), distributive politics (Mills and Kalaf-Hughes, 2015), descriptive representation

(Lowande et al., 2018), and the role of ideology in congressional oversight (Lowande, 2018). We build on

this work in this paper to tackle long-standing questions about the relationship between constituency service

and institutional power.

We find no trade-off between representation from powerful legislators and attentive legislators. As legisla-

tors acquire more power they advocate more on policy and more for individual constituents. This difference

is apparent both cross-sectionally—more powerful legislators issue more requests than their less powerful

colleagues—and in a difference-in-differences model. This occurs, we argue, because legislators use their

additional power to solidify their electoral base at home. To that end, we show that legislators use the

additional power they obtain from statutory oversight authority to issue more constituency service requests

than their colleagues on the same committee.

To demonstrate how institutional power affects district attention, we utilize a new data set of Congres-

sional correspondence obtained through over 200 Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA) requests. Using this

new data set, we also establish some important stylized facts about when and how elected officials contact

federal agencies. We show that letter writing is not evenly distributed. Some members simply use this tactic

more than others, even within strata of institutional power. Furthermore, those who use this tactic use it

broadly across issue areas and parts of the government. The conventional model, where oversight committee

chairs are the most attentive to the parts of government under their jurisdiction largely holds in the House,

where few rank and file members regularly lobby the bureaucracy, but less so the Senate, where many mem-

bers are more active and often more attentive oversight committee chairs. In general, the legislators who

engage the bureaucracy do so broadly, across many agencies and advocate both for general policy and for

individual constituents.

Our results provide important new insights into how political representation occurs in American politics.

All things equal, we show that constituents have a good reason to prefer more powerful representatives.

This clarifies why institutional power is useful to elected officials and helps establish how legislators are

able to build their capacity to both influence policy while ensuring that they maintain support among their
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constituency.

1.1 What is constituency service?

One of the earliest and most comprehensive academic descriptions of constituency service comes from Richard

Fenno in his classic book Home Style: House Members in Their Districts. As Fenno describes:

Many activities can be incorporated under the rubric of ‘district service,’ or ‘constituent service,’

but the core activity is providing help to individuals, groups, and localities in coping with the

federal government. Individuals need someone to intercede with the bureaucracies handling

their veterans’ benefits, social security checks, military status, civil service pension, immigration

proceedings, and the like. Private groups and local governments need assistance in pursuing

federal funds, for water and sewer projects, highways, dams, buildings, planning, research and

development, small business loans, and so forth (Fenno, 1978, pg. 101).

While the definition that Fenno presents is broad, the central element is clear – assisting constituents

(individuals or groups) in interacting with government agencies. Fenno’s description is consistent with how

Cain et al. (1987, pg. 2) characterize constituency service as acting as an “ombudsman” for constituents vis-

a-vis the administrative state. These scholarly definitions of constituent service from (Fenno, 1978) and Cain

et al. (1987) are consistent with how legislators understand the concept today, and according to a recent

Congressional Research Service Report constituency service “is commonly considered a representational

responsibility” (Eckman, 2017). Before proceeding to discuss why legislators perform constituency service in

the following section, it is worth noting that this definition of constituency service is an expansive one that

encompasses both individual casework activity (e.g. requests for assistance with a social security check) and

district- or group-level advocacy. It does not hinge on a precise definition of which individuals and groups

count as constituents. Representatives may advocate for groups that are organized and intense demanders of

government benefits or protections (e.g. support for a local union facing a factory closing) or merely linked

by a common fate (e.g. general support for hurricane recovery aid in the district). The key distinction in this

notion of constituent service is that it is an act of service to a particular individual or group at a particular

time, rather than a broad or enduring policy that may apply to many groups over time.

1.2 Why do legislators perform constituency service and why might their at-

tention drift?

To understand why legislators engage in constituency service, we begin with the broader question of what

motivates Members of Congress? The classic answers come from Mayhew (1974) and Fenno (1973). In
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Congress: The Electoral Connection, Mayhew argues that re-election is the primary (or at least the prox-

imate) motivation because it is a necessary step to achieve other goals (such as policy or power within

Washington). Constituency service activity has traditionally been viewed as a way to improve one’s re-

election prospects by assisting individual (or groups of) constituents. As Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina (1984)

and Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina (1987) describe, constituency service helps to build a member’s “personal

vote” which they defined to be the “portion of a candidate’s electoral support which originates in his or her

personal qualities, qualifications, activities, and record,” (Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina, 1987, pg. 9). In their

survey of congressional staffers, Cain et al. (1987) found that the overwhelming majority of staffers believed

that constituency service activity has electoral payoffs by positively contributing to a legislator’s “personal

vote.”

While newly elected legislators may remain primarily focused on re-election, more senior legislators may

prioritize other goals. As legislators acquire power in Congress, it is often asserted that they “go Washington”

and devote less attention to constituents back in the district (Fenno, 1978). It seems intuitive that as they

spend more time in Washington and attain more influential institutional roles in Congress, legislators might

focus on other priorities resulting in less attention paid to constituents. While Mayhew emphasizes re-

election as the primary goal that motivates legislators, Fenno (1973) identifies five goals: re-election, power

in the House, good public policy, a career beyond the House, and private gain. As Fenno describes in

Congressmen In Committees, different institutional positions (congressional committees) can be more or less

useful to accomplish these goals. Some committees may be more useful for achieving re-election, because

they position you to be of service to your constituents, other committees may not be valued by constituents,

but could be used to influence foreign policy, or still other committees might help a member achieve wealth

or jobs in the future via lobbying positions or corporate board seats down the road.

In this paper, we explore whether a member’s activities shift as they obtain more institutional power

(majority status, a member of the President’s party, and a committee chair)? As their potential legislative

influence expands, we can test whether the “Potomac Fever” hypothesis is correct that it crowds out service to

their constituents versus the alternative hypothesis that only the most effective advocates are able to obtain

these institutional leadership positions. If true, these legislators may be then able to allocate attention to

both policy work in Washington and to individual constituents.

1.3 What do we know empirically about constituency service?

Reliable empirical data on constituency service is hard to come by. Neither Congress as an institution nor

individual congressional offices provide data on the number of constituency service requests they receive or
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reliable data on the actions they take vis-a-vis the bureaucracy to help those constituents. Previous studies

of constituency service have relied on a variety of approaches to obtain information about constituency

service activities. Cain, Ferejohn, and Fiorina (1987) took an elite and constituent survey approach to gain

leverage on the empirical problem of measuring constituency service. They conducted surveys of legislative

staff about the volume of constituent requests they handled as well as surveys of constituents to see if

constituents remembered whether their legislator had done anything special for the district or the people in

the district. They found that constituents did seem to remember their legislators doing something special

for their district when the legislative staffers had reported high levels of casework (Cain et al., 1987).

1.4 Why lobby the bureaucracy?

A powerful–often the only–way for legislators to use their power to get results for constituents is to lobby

federal agencies. In fulfilling statutory missions, agencies must prioritize resources and use broad discretion,

not only in processing visa, permit, and grant applications but in regulating private entities’ compliance

with, for example, environmental, health, and labor laws. For a vast range of demands involving public or

private actors, a federal agency will often be able to help if it prioritizes that demand over others.

Legislators are in a position to influence agency decisions. As public servants, agency staff may assign

special importance to the demands of elected officials. For example, many agencies tag congressional corre-

spondence as ”VIP” and agency protocols often require faster response deadlines and higher signature levels.

Agencies also have strategic reasons to meet congressional demands. Ad hoc review of a social security dis-

bursement, visa application, or pipeline permit may be inefficient and diverge from protocol but nevertheless,

a small price to pay if it could help the agency gain a small advantage in securing desired authorizations

and budgets. Bureaucrats have incentives to build relationships and reputations that enhance their standing

among members of Congress and those who have their ear, and they actively do so (Carpenter, 2001). In

short, complying with legislator request may help agencies achieve their own goals. If an agency aims to

grow its coalition of political supporters, we would expect them to frequently accommodate congressional

requests.

Despite its theoretical and practical importance, systematically capturing the substance of the relation-

ship between Congress and the bureaucracy has largely eluded empirical study. How do members of Congress

communicate their demands? Which members make demands on which agencies and why?
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1.5 What do we know empirically about legislator-agency interaction?

To answer these questions, scholars have begun to build innovative new datasets based on the records agencies

keep on congressional requests.

These new data have called into question conventional wisdom about legislator behavior. Lowande (2018)

finds no evidence that divergence in agency and legislator ideology drives congressional contact. While

committee oversight relationships help explain which legislators engaged in policy advocacy (Ritchie, 2017;

Lowande, 2018) , committee membership is not associated with constituent service in Lowande’s model.

After decades of theorizing on questions of congressional influence in agency decision-making, evidence is

emerging that legislator attention can shape agency behavior, though not always as theory predicts. Ritchie

and You (2018) find that legislator requests influenced Department of Labor decisions. Notably, this influence

was not correlated with oversight committee membership as canonical scholarship (e.g. Arnold (1979)) would

seem to suggest.1 Mills and Kalaf-Hughes (2015) even find that the Federal Aviation Administration was less

likely to grant the requests of members of their authorizing committee, which they attribute to the agency

punishing committee members for recent budget cuts, suggesting that agencies may yet respond strategically

to individual members as Arnold (1979) theorized. Mills and Kalaf-Hughes (2015) also find that the agency

was less likely to grant the requests of junior members of Congress, which is more consistent with past

findings on distributive politics (Lazarus, 2010).

If partisan disagreement and committee membership is not driving legislator advocacy, what is? Only

a few scholars have offered explanations. Lowande (2018) suggests that contacts with the bureaucracy

are primarily driven by the quality or valence of administration, generally reacting to narrow constituent

complaints or media attention. Ritchie (2017) theorizes that members use lobbying the bureaucracy as a

way to advance policy goals when they conflict with their party’s agenda and finds evidence that legislators

who face conflicting pressure from constituents and party leaders were indeed more likely to contact the

Department of Labor. Lowande et al. (2018) focus on contacting federal agencies as a distinct and important

form of representation finding that women, minority, and veteran members do more casework on behalf of

groups that share their identity–a finding consistent with other recent work on descriptive representation Even

though they focus on policy advocacy, the common thread in these explanations is that serving constituents

drives legislator behavior. We carry forward this thread, focusing squarely on constituent service.

The novel and often unanticipated results emerging from data on congressional correspondence suggest

that this aspect of representation is fertile ground for reexamining theories of congressional behavior and

inter-branch relations.
1Arnold (1979) argued forcefully that “congressmen are important even when decision-making authority has been delegated

to agencies” (p. 5).
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2 Data

To examine the relationship between institutional power and constituent service, we assemble a new dataset

of legislator-agency contacts covering a wide array of government agencies and broadest time frame to date.

We submitted FOIA request for all records of communication from Members of Congress and their staff to all

cabinet departments, their component agencies, and 34 independent agencies for the period from 2007-2017.

Response Rates to Our FOIA Requests As of August 2018, all departments except for the State De-

partment and Department of Veterans’ Affairs have provided records, though the majority of records from

the Departments of Defense and Energy are still being processed, and the majority of Department of Justice

components have either not yet granted our request or claimed that they do not track congressional corre-

spondence (see Table ??). Some components provided records that duplicated records from the Secretary’s

office, for example in the Department of Agriculture where several such component records were dropped.

As for independent agencies, we are waiting on records from the SEC, OPM, MSPB, FTC, FLRA, NSF,

NRC, U.S. Export-Import Bank, CPSC, CFPB, CFTC, CIA, and Appalachian Regional Commission. The

remaining 21 independent agencies have provided records, though some are still in the process of reviewing

and releasing additional records. Of these, 18 have been sufficiently cleaned, coded, and linked with other

data source for inclusion in this analysis. The large amount of data yet to be received will allow out-of-sample

tests of the present analysis.

Table 1:

Department Components Records Coded N
Department of Agriculture 29 29 11 1957
Department of Commerce 18 18 10 6875
Department of Defense 49 10 7 5479
Department of Education 1 1 1 3868
Department of Energy 8 2 1 1269
Department of Health and Human Services 15 7 5 6199
Department of Homeland Security 6 5 5 26435
Department of Housing and Urban Development 2 0 0 0
Department of Justice 11 1 1 903
Department of Labor 24 9 6 22936
Department of State 1 0 0 0
Department of the Interior 10 6 5 5171
Department of the Treasury 8 5 4 11143
Department of Transportation 10 6 6 18482
Department of Veterans Affairs 3 0 0 0
Independent Agencies 38 21 18 46182
Total 233 120 80 156899
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About half of the responsive agencies are left-censored between 2007 and 2013. Left censoring arises from

either document retention cycles (offices that are diligent about discarding documents), or document loss and

changing systems (offices that are bad at keeping documents). Either of these may correlate with changes

in an agency’s salience, for example, due to changes in party control. The most contacted and controversial

agencies tend to keep higher quality records. This might introduce bias toward older records being about

policy, but we do not see evidence of such bias in our data.

We address the issue of incomplete time-series data in the specification of our models. In the results

presented below, we examine the rate at which individual legislators contact specific agencies. In all specifi-

cations we include Congress and agency fixed effects, ensuring that we account for differences in how specific

agencies (i.e. departmental component agencies and independent agencies) are included in the data.

Variation in Responses to Identical FOIA Request Responses to our requests varied significantly.

Most agencies offered logs of congressional correspondence, which record a date, sender, and summary of each

contact. Logs generally include any written requests, as well as many phone and email records. For example,

Between May 2015 and December 2017, the Department of Justice Office of Administrative Law Judges

received 132 emails, 109 telephone calls, and only 54 letters. Between 2007 and 2017, the Postal Regulatory

Commission received 100 emails, 30 faxes, 173 letters, 118 calls. In this paper, we use “contacts” and “letters”

interchangeably to refer to all modes of correspondence. Small agencies or regional offices had staff search

their email history or provided hand-written records that we had transcribed. Department Secretary offices

generally queried a correspondence tracking database designed to track all correspondence, but our FOIA

requests to sub-departmental components almost always recovered additional records of communication that

was not in central databases. As one central office FOIA officer put it “Legislative Affairs is supposed to

be the front door for the department, but if somebody knows somebody, well...” (personal communication,

Feb. 21, 2018). Because of such idiosyncratic relationships, capturing patterns of correspondence that “go

around” a Department Secretary’s office is key to avoiding erroneous inferences about legislator behavior.

For example, when chairs of the Homeland Security committee wrote about immigration enforcement issues,

they almost always contacted the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) office of the Executive Secretary,

but, at the same time, the Immigration Customs Enforcement (ICE) component of DHS directly received

thousands of contacts from a different set of legislators.

Upon receiving records, we extracted names matching variations on the names of members of Congress

and matched them to other datasets such as ideology scores (Lewis et al., 2018), committee membership

(Stewart and Woon, 2017), and committee oversight (Lewis and Selin, 2012). We also made a considerable

effort to verify and update committee membership data.
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We developed a codebook to classify correspondence by type and to identify referents such as agency

rules, hearings, or legislation. Our coding process began with the authors coding a representative sample of

records. We then trained undergraduate and graduate RAs. The first several thousand letters or log entries

were double coded. For example, of over 10,000 log entries for the Environmental Protection Agency, the

first 2,500 were double-coded with an inter-coder agreement of 0.9 where coders did not flag their coding

as uncertain and .78 overall. Throughout the hand-coding process, we also developed subagency-specific

coding rules where certain regular expressions indicated certain types of correspondence. For example,

where ”rulemaking” consistently indicated that a legislator’s request involved an agency rule, all cases yet

uncoded by hand for that agency are assigned to be type ”Policy-Rulemaking” for the present analysis.

As of August 2018, we have classified over 90,000 legislator requests into five types: “Individual Con-

stituent Service” (i.e. casework or advocacy on behalf of a group such as employees of a company), “Nonprofit

or Local Government Constituent Service” (e.g. help with a grant application), “Corporate Constituent Ser-

vice” (e.g. help with a contract), “Corporate Policy” (e.g. policy explicitly aimed to benefit a specific

industry), and “Policy” (general policy work related to legislation, budgets, or rulemaking). We define con-

stituents broadly such that they need not be in a member’s district. For example, Representative Tauscher

of Wisconsin wrote to the Defense Commissary Agency on behalf of the Jelly Belly Candy Co., based in

California. Jelly Belly was then ”given a chance to resolve issues” with their contract. This was coded as

“Corporate Constituent Service” and included in our broader measure of constituent service. We also con-

sider constituent service as broader than casework. For example, Senator Rubio asking the IRS for special

treatment for residents of hurricane-affected parts of Florida was coded as “Individual Constituent Service.”

We note these “hard cases” to illustrate the boundaries of our coding scheme. Most contacts were more

easily parsed into either individual casework or policy work related to hearings, regulations, and legislation.

2.1 New Stylized Facts About How Legislators Provide Constituency Service

In our current dataset, the number of contacts per legislator varies from 0 to over 350 per year. Senators

average about 50 and Representatives average about 20 per year.2 In this section, we describe some of the

characteristics of legislators and their constituencies that helps explain this letter output.

The Types of Constituency Service Figure 1 shows the distribution across types of requests, according

to our coding. Note that we are still coding many of our letters, but the most common category of letter is

written on behalf of individual constituents. While most empirical work on Congressional influence over the

bureaucracy focuses on the distribution of federal funds, less than a quarter of non-casework requests are
2We estimate that these data represent less than half of all contacts.
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distributive in nature (i.e. involving a grant, earmarks, or budget allocations). Comments on agency rules

and requests for policy-relevant information are both more common types of interactions.

Figure 1: Distribution Across Types of Congressional Requests 2007-2017
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2.1.1 Unequally distributed advocacy

The number of constituency service requests that legislators write is distributed highly unequally both across

and within the House and Senate—evidence that this is behavior that some legislators specialize in, while

other legislators engage in only sparingly. Indeed, Senate and House Gini coefficients are comparable to

income inequality in the US and Mexico—in short, there is considerable across-legislator variation in how

elected officials contact agencies. Furthermore, the same legislators who tend to engage in disproportionately

more or less constituent service exhibit a parallel pattern in their policy work. We consider some potential

explanations for this variation, before highlighting the role of a legislator’s power in Washington.

Population An obvious initial explanation for the differences in the rates legislators contact on behalf of

their constituents is the population of a district. After all, legislators are most likely to contact agencies on

behalf of their constituents if they receive some request to make that contact. Of course, House districts

have little variation in population, so differences in the number of constituents cannot explain the variation

in their proclivity to contact the bureaucracy. The Senate, however, shows strong evidence that the number

of constituents influences their level of contact. In fact, in the Senate, an additional million constituents is
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Figure 2: Considerable Across Legislator Variation in Who Contacts Agencies

Figure 3: Senators from larger states do more constituent service.
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associated with an additional 0.15 contacts per agency per year.3 There are two complementary explanations

for this difference. First, it could be that senators from more populous states simply receive more requests

for constituency service. Second, it could be that legislators from larger states are able to make use of their

larger staff. Preliminary, our evidence suggests that demand is a significant driver of unequally distributed

advocacy. For every additional million constituents, senators initiate an additional 0.09 contacts per year on

behalf of constituents, while only policy contacts only increase by 0.005 per year.

This reflects an important input to the number of letters a legislator can produce. Legislators can initiate

letters on their own to advocate for policy, but they are only able to produce letters for constituency service

when constituents request their representative’s help. Legislators can solicit their constituents to try and

increase the supply of letters, but the total population in the state constrains them.

Gender While there is a robust literature on women’s overperformance in Congress, there appear to be

no systematic differences between the rates men and women contact agencies on behalf of their constituents

overall. Once we take into account idiosyncrasies from agencies and Congressional terms, women write 0.09

fewer letters per agency than their male colleagues, but this difference is not substantively nor statistically

significant. Women also write fewer constituency service requests and fewer requests to revise policy, but

again those differences not statistically significant. However, more nuanced studies have found that female

legislators write more on behalf of women Lowande et al. (2018).

Ideology There is also not a strong relationship between a legislator’s ideology and how often they send

letters to agencies. Figure 4 shows the average rate of contact for the first-dimension of nominate (red line)

and the second-dimension (blue-line). Compared to those with more extreme voting records, moderates may

do more slightly more policy advocacy, especially on behalf of corporations, but overall, ideology does a poor

job explaining who contacts government agencies.

3 Evidence that Power Affects a Legislator’s Tendency to Write

Letters

A legislator’s characteristics and the characteristics of their district are related to the rate of contacting

federal agencies. So too is a legislator’s position in the institution. Consider the results presented in Table

2. This shows that legislators who are in a position of power tend to initiate more contacts with the
3While such numbers may seem small, they are substantive large when considering our units of analysis are mostly sub-

departmental agencies or components, of which we identified 234. Even by a conservative estimate, one additional contact per
agency may translate to an additional 100 contacts per year government-wide. Thus, we estimate that 0.15 additional contacts
per agency indicate roughly 15-30 additional contacts per year.
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Figure 4: Legislators’ Ideology Seems Not to Predict How Often They Contact Federal Agencies
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bureaucracy. For example, members of prestige committees wrote an additional 1.1 letters per agency—0.68

of which were for constituent service and 0.04 were on policy concerns, compared to members of Congress

not on prestigious committees. Similarly, senators and representatives who are committee chairs write more

letters—an additional 1.5 per agency, while chairs of prestige committees wrote an additional 1.8 letters per

agency. (Please note, that because not all letters have been coded, the basic arithmetic that we might expect

to work will fail, as the total number of letters (the left-hand column in the table) includes letters that are

yet to be coded.)

Of course, we should exercise caution when interpreting these results, because legislators who are more

productive letter writers are also more likely to be selected for prestigious committees or to be committee

chairs. For example, in the period before they become chairs legislators who will eventually become commit-

tee chairs write an additional 1.1 letters per agency, a statistically significant increase over their colleagues

who will not become chairs.

The cross-sectional comparisons, then, conflates the power a legislator is able to utilize after becoming a

chair with the selection of individual legislators. We see a similar, though smaller increase across legislators

who are both in the majority and in the president’s party. Members of the president’s party, when they are in

the majority, write about an additional 0.6 letters per agency, a statistically significant difference. But when

only in the majority or when they only are in the same party as the president but in the minority, they write

fewer letters. This can be attributed, in part, to the fact that Senate Democrats lobby the bureaucracy more

than Republicans regardless of majority status and happened to be in the majority for most of 2009-2016

when their partisan was president and lost the majority at the same time Democrats lost the presidency.

Table 2: Cross Sectional Differences in Letter Writing
Overall Constituent Policy

Prestige Comm. 1.10 0.68 0.04
(0.06) (0.05) (0.01)

Chair 1.51 0.59 0.23
(0.09) (0.08) (0.02)

Prestige Chair 1.80 1.05 0.12
(0.16) (0.14) (0.03)

Majority -2.15 -1.36 -0.14
(0.12) (0.10) (0.02)

President’s Party -2.10 -1.33 -0.12
(0.12) (0.10) (0.02)

Majority x President’s Party 4.80 2.91 0.29
(0.19) (0.16) (0.4)

Congress Fixed Effects X X X
Agency Fixed Effects X X X

While we are unable to use overtime variation to assess the effect of district characteristics or the im-
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mutable legislator traits, we can use the changing composition of committees and committee chairpersons

to better isolate the effect of additional power. To do this, we investigate similar differences as Table 2,

but now use a difference-in-differences design (Berry and Fowler, 2006). The difference-in-differences design

compares changes in legislators who either acquire or lose some power—like the chair of a committee–with

those legislators whose position remains unchanged. This trend enables us to isolate any time-invariant

characteristics of legislators, such as their ability to more efficiently use their office resources to perform

constituency service.

Table 3 shows the results of four distinct DiD designs: the effect of being on a prestige committee, holding

a chair, the chair of a prestige committee, and a design to assess the effect of institutional power that comes

from being in the majority or from the same party as the president. This design reveals that as legislators

acquire power, they write more letters to agencies. For example, becoming a chair of a committee causes a

very large substantive increase of 0.59 letters per agency from the legislator. We see a similar increase from

becoming a chair of a prestige committee. Our tentative coding of the letters shows that there are increases

in both requests for individual constituent service and for policy. Further, we see a similar slight increase

that comes when legislators are both in the majority and from the same party as the president, indicating

that the positive effect of majority control with a copartisan president is not merely driven by the position

of Senate Democrats in our time period.

Table 3: Difference-in-Differences in Letter Writing
Overall Constituent Policy

Prestige Comm. 0.16 0.05 -0.04
(0.15) (0.14) (0.03)

Chair 0.59 0.07 0.16
(0.14) (0.12) (0.03)

Prestige Chair 0.58 0.31 0.07
(0.25) (0.23) (0.05)

Majority -0.45 -0.38 -0.14
(0.16) (0.14) (0.02)

President’s Party -0.30 -0.35 -0.12
(0.15) (0.13) (0.02)

Majority x President’s Party 1.02 0.88 0.02
(0.25) (0.22) (0.05)

Congress Fixed Effects X X X
Agency Fixed Effects X X X
Legislator Fixed Effects X X X

There are, of course, a number of mechanisms that could explain these results. First, constituents might

rationally reach out to elected officials more often when those officials hold additional power. Second, it

could be that as elected officials acquire more power they draw on the resources of their office to shore up
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their electoral base. Third, it could be a combination of the two, where additional power raises a legislator’s

prestige and makes it more likely that constituents are aware of who their elected official is and that their

representative can be an effective advocate on their behalf when dealing with an agency.

As a preliminary test of these different explanations Table 4 compares the rate that chairs of committee

with oversight power over an agency write to that agency to the rate other members of the same committee

write to the same agency. In the cross-sectional comparison, it is clear that chairs, compared to the other

members of their committee, write more often to the agencies over which they have statutory oversight.

Further, a DiD design shows that this effect is very large–an additional 5 letters per agency the chair has

discretion over, relative to the other committee members. And, our preliminary coding of the letters shows

that this increase is largely related to constituent service, suggesting that committee chairs use their formal

power for more than policy oversight.

Table 4: Chairs of Committees with Oversight Power Allocate More Attention to Individual Requests Than
Other Committee Members

Overall Constituent Policy Overall Constituent Policy
Oversight Chair 2.62 1.70 0.40 5.05 3.78 0.21

(0.56) (0.54) (0.10) (1.04) (0.95) (0.17)
Congress FE X X X X X X
Agency FE X X X X X X
Legislator FE X X X

That is, when legislators gain power over a part of the federal bureaucracy, they increase their interaction

with those agencies by advocating for their constituents. This evidence suggests that elected officials use

powerful offices to do more than impose their policy preferences. It shows that chairs use their office to more

often advocate for their constituents in exactly the venues where they have the greatest leverage to do so.

4 Discussion

Our finding that institutional power enhances constituent service compliments recent scholarship on repre-

sentation. The same legislators who Grose (2011) and Lowande et al. (2018) find doing more casework for

protected groups also likely engage in higher rates of policy work on behalf of those groups, as well as higher

rates of advocacy for nonprofits that serve those groups. While legislators must prioritize limited time,

institutional power adds to the arsenal they use to pursue their priorities. Thus, representation matters not

just in Congress but also in powerful positions like committee chairs.

Our larger dataset helps clarify a puzzle in excellent work by Lowande (2018) on policy oversight. He

finds that “legislators assigned to relevant committees are not more likely to contact agencies for narrow

casework concerns...Legislators’ constituencies remain constant in almost all instances so the ‘demand’ for
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casework should be relatively invariant”(Lowande, 2018, pg 17-18). There is indeed little evidence that most

committee members engage in extra advocacy with the agencies they oversee, yet his model hints at the fact

that committee chairs do do more casework.

The institutional power of committee chairs offers an explanation consistent with both Lowande’s theory

and findings: chairs are more able to help their constituents than other committee members. Even if

constituent demand remains constant, becoming a chair enhances one’s ability to address this demand.

This also aligns with other recent work suggesting that serving constituents is the main driver of legislators

lobbying the bureaucracy on policy issues (Ritchie, 2017).

More importantly, looking across many agencies reveals that powerful legislators like committee chairs

use their power to advocate for their constituents across the vast federal bureaucracy. This aligns with the

findings of Ritchie and You (2018) that the Department of Labor was contacted and influenced by a wide

array of members, with no special treatment for those with formal oversight powers. But institutional power

matters beyond formal oversight. While de jure, agency-specific oversight may be weaker than commonly

assumed, institutional positions appear to increase de facto oversight over much broader swaths of govern-

ment. When institutional power is attained, elected officials do use it to press their policy agendas and to

advocate for their constituents.
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